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Abstract
Speech classifier systems often fail on overlapped speech signals of more speakers as an input.
For that reason, there are speech separation systems separating each speaker’s signal from others
to provide better input signals for further speech classification. In these separation systems, neural
networks turn out to perform quite well. To train these networks it is necessary to have parallel
mixtures and single speaker’s signals as inputs and targets. Unfortunately, this criterion can not be
frequently met for real mixtures. That also happens to be the reason why the training of the neural
network is usually performed on artificial mixtures.
In this article, the mixture of mixtures method has been used to provide the required training on the
unsupervised mixtures. This method was presented in the article Unsupervised Sound Separation
Using Mixture Invariant Training [1]. This particular method mixes two existing mixtures into one
called the mixture of mixtures and it is further being used as an input for the neural network. The
original mixtures are used as training targets. Such a method enables training speech separation
neural networks on full or partly unsupervised datasets. The unsupervised mixtures can be real
recordings, which could lead to better separation results for real data during test time.
We combine the mixture of mixtures method with ConvTasnet and perform experiments on the
fully unsupervised and semi-supervised datasets generated from the WSJ0-2mix dataset. In our
experiments, this method fails on the fully unsupervised dataset and it also does not have any
positive impact on the experiments with the semi-supervised datasets. We discuss the possible
reasons for the failure and outline the future work.
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1. Introduction1

Speech separation systems are very useful for prepar-2

ing speech signals for further speech recognition which3

often fail on signals with overlapped speakers. Speech4

separation systems can separate these overlapped speak-5

ers and therefore simplify the recognition process.6

Nowadays the speech separation systems are mostly7

built with neural networks [2, 3]. The neural networks 8

have to be trained on artificial mixtures mixed from 9

known single speaker signals. There are a lot of these 10

datasets and systems trained on those datasets that pro- 11

duce very good results for the matched data. Unfortu- 12

nately, these systems mostly fail on real-life recordings 13

of mixtures. This could be caused by the echoes of 14
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different premises as halls, public places, flats, confer-15

ence rooms, etc., and other features of real recordings,16

which are impossible to simulate in the artificial mix-17

tures.18

The real-life mixtures are recorded without deter-19

mining each speaker’s signals, so they form unsuper-20

vised datasets. The benefit of these mixtures is the21

presence of the real-life features, as mentioned above,22

which offer better training of the system for future real23

deployment. However it is not easy to train the speech24

separation system on these unsupervised datasets be-25

cause the conventional training requires known single26

speaker signals.27

In the article Unsupervised Sound Separation Us-28

ing Mixture Invariant Training [1] the authors present29

the Mixture of mixtures method with good results on30

the unsupervised and semi-supervised datasets. The31

mixture of mixtures method is using, as the name sug-32

gests, a mixture of two mixtures as the input for the33

training and these two mixtures as targets. The speech34

separation system implemented in the original article is35

based on time-domain convolutional network[4] which36

is very similar to ConvTasNet[5].37

In our work, we run experiments on a speech sepa-38

ration system that tries to reproduce results from the39

mentioned article. Unlike the original Mixture of mix-40

tures system, our system is using a ConvTasNet[5]41

neural network. Results obtained from our experi-42

ments do not match the original results, mainly for43

the fully unsupervised dataset. In the original article,44

there are very good results for that case, but we are45

not able to achieve them. The authors also mention46

the problem of over-separation, which could cause this47

poor result. This problem is further described in sec-48

tion 3. In the original article was not described neither49

solution of this problem nor the exact process which50

lead to successfully trained system on the fully unsu-51

pervised dataset. We do not meet this problem, but52

unfortunately we encounter malfunction of the used53

method itself as it occurs in our experiments.54

2. Speech separation55

The aim of the speech separation is to separate two
or more signals from the given mixture, only with a
minimal amount of information about the separated
signals. We assume mixing model:

yt =
N

∑
n=1

xt,n (1)

where yt is the mixture to be separated, xt,n is the56

source signal of speaker n, t is the time index and N is57

the number of sources. The speech separation target is 58

to estimate all xn from the given y. 59

For speech separation are mostly used neural net- 60

works. In this article, the system is built on the Con- 61

vTasNet architecture, which consists of encoder, de- 62

coder, and separation parts as it is shown in figure 1. 63

The encoder is the convolutional block which gets a 64

signal on the input and produces representation that 65

resembles Short-time Fourier Transform (STFT) as an 66

output. It will be further referred to this as a pseudo- 67

STFT. This described behavior is learned during the 68

training process. 69

The separation part consists of a series of consec- 70

utive convolutional blocks. Each convolutional block 71

in the series is a filter, that is used on the bigger and 72

bigger parts of the context. The number of these con- 73

volutional blocks in each series determines how much 74

context will be taken into account. The separator takes 75

a pseudo-STFT as input and by series of filters gener- 76

ates separation masks. These masks are then applied to 77

the input mixture’s pseudo STFTs given by the encoder. 78

The result of this application are the estimated pseudo 79

STFTs of the separated signals. Finally, there is the de- 80

coder part which is again a convolutional block trained 81

to reverse pseudo-STFT. This block takes separated 82

pseudo STFTs one by one and generates separated 83

signals from them. 84

The Scale invariant Signal to noise ratio (SI-SNR)
is used as a loss function. It is defined as[5]:

~starget :=
〈~̂s,~s〉~s
‖~s‖2 (2)

~enoise := ~̂s−~starget (3)

SI-SNR := 10 log10

∥∥~starget
∥∥2

‖~enoise‖2 (4)

where ~̂s ∈ R1×T is the estimated source. ~s ∈ R1×T 85

is the original source signal used as the target and 86

‖~s‖2 = 〈~s,~s〉 denotes the signal power. 87

The neural network separates the signals from the 88

mixture into outputs, but there is no pre-defined or- 89

der in which the speakers should appear on the output. 90

So loss function between the estimated outputs and 91

ground-truth must be computed on all of the estimated 92

outputs permutations. The permutation with the best 93

result of the loss function is the one where the esti- 94

mated outputs are attached to the targets in the correct 95

order. This result is then used for training. In figure 96

2 there is the example of using PIT for two outputs 97

and two targets. In this case, the loss function is com- 98

puted between the Out put1 and Target1, Out put2 and 99

Target2. Then the loss function is computed also be- 100

tween the Out put2 and Target1, Out put1 and Target2. 101



Figure 1. ConvTasnet flowchart [5]

Figure 2. Example of permutation invariant training
(PIT) with two estimated outputs by neural network in
the orange dotted boxes and two ground truth targets
on the right from them. PIT compares estimations and
ground truth in all permutations and chooses the
permutation with the best result.

The better result from these permutations is used as102

the result of the loss function.103

3. Using mixture of mixtures104

The Mixture of mixtures method enables training on105

unsupervised mixtures. This method takes two unsu-106

pervised mixtures and mixes them together to create107

the mixture of mixtures. This mixture of mixtures is108

used as the input and the original unsupervised mix-109

tures are used as the training targets. It is also neces-110

sary to estimate n outputs, where n must be equal or111

greater than the number of estimated speakers signals,112

to train the neural network to separate a mixture of113

mixtures to the single speaker’s signals and not only 114

to original mixtures. For example, the neural network 115

should have four or more outputs when the mixture 116

of mixtures is mixed from two mixtures, that each 117

contains two speaker’s signals. 118

ସ

Figure 3. Mixture of mixtures method example for
four outputs from the neural network. These outputs
are mixed in various combinations as in orange box
and compared to the ground truths in the green box
using PIT method.

To compute the loss, the estimated outputs are 119

mixed into two mixtures. There are 24 different ways 120

how to assign four outputs to these two mixtures. Two 121

examples of such assignments are: 122

1. first and second output are mixed together and 123

the third and fourth output are mixed together 124

and the loss function is computed between these 125

mixtures and the target ones, 126

2. first output is not mixed with anything and the 127



other three outputs are mixed together and the128

loss function is computed again on these mix-129

tures.130

This process is defined as[1]:131

LMixIT (x1,x2, ŝ) = min
A

2

∑
i=1

L (xi, [Aŝ]i) , (5)

where L is the SI-SNR loss and the mixing matrix132

A ∈ B2×M is constrained to the set of 2×M binary133

matrices where each column sums to 1, i.e. the set of134

matrices which assign each source ŝm to either x1 or135

x2.136

Every two created mixtures are compared to the137

target mixtures and for each comparison loss is com-138

puted. The best result of the loss function is used for139

the training.140

Using the Mixture of mixtures method on a fully141

unsupervised dataset can lead to an over-separating142

problem. This means that the expected speaker’s sig-143

nal is separated not only to one of estimated outputs144

but to more of them. For example, some parts of this145

speaker’s signal can be separated to the output num-146

ber one and the other to output number three. The147

over-separation is caused by not having any penalty148

in the Mixture of the mixtures loss function when the149

network over-separates the mixture of mixtures. These150

over-separated signals are mixed together and they cre-151

ate the target mixture. The loss value is thus the same152

as for good separation.153

There is a simple solution, that can be used to pre-154

vent the over-separating problem. It is possible to use155

some percentage of the supervised mixtures in training,156

which leads to the semi-supervised dataset. Unlike of157

the mixture of mixtures, the supervised mixture has158

two target speaker’s signals, so the classic PIT loss159

can be computed between estimated outputs and these160

target signals. This informs the separating system that161

the speaker’s signals are what is desired as a result.162

Although fully unsupervised datasets are in litera-163

ture often stated as those being used for experiments,164

in reality, semi-supervised datasets would be more165

common. The over-separation problem is thus not a166

big issue.167

4. Experiments168

In our work we use Wall Street Journal mix dataset169

(WSJ) [6], which is publicly available. It consists of170

three parts which contain training, cross-validation,171

and testing data. The dataset contains both mixtures172

and parallel single-speaker recordings. Speakers are173

randomly mixed at random locations in synthetic rooms 174

with anechoic conditions with various signal-to-noise 175

ratios (SNR) between 0 dB and 10 dB. For training 176

there are 20000 mixtures which means 30 hours, for 177

cross-validation, there are 5000 mixtures so 10 hours, 178

and 3000 mixtures, 5 hours, for testing. 179

In the experiments the percentage of supervised 180

mixtures in the dataset is set to the various values from 181

zero to one hundred, so the semi-supervised dataset 182

is used. It is generated randomly at the start of the 183

training, from the supervised WSJ dataset, which is 184

described above. So therefore there is a high possibil- 185

ity that the two runs with the same parameters give us 186

different results. To measure the possible difference 187

between these runs and to get some verifiable results, 188

there are 5 training runs of each percentage of super- 189

vised data in the dataset. Experiments use percentage 190

values ten units apart, so 10%, 20%... 191

To prove that the Mixture of mixtures method 192

works we also set up experiments that use only some 193

part of the original dataset i.e. 10%, 50% and 80% 194

of the mixtures. In these experiments only supervised 195

mixtures are used to train the system. To prove that the 196

method works these experiments should have worse 197

results than the experiments with the semi-supervised 198

dataset. 199

In contrast with the original article where TDCN++[4]200

is used, we use the ConvTasnet[5] as the neural net- 201

work architecture. There are four outputs of the neural 202

network, where the speaker’s signals are estimated. 203

This number is selected because there are originally 204

present four speakers in the unsupervised mixtures. 205

These mixtures are mixed from two mixtures, which 206

both contain two speakers. The neural network also 207

uses supervised mixtures, which contain only two 208

speaker’s signals. The used optimizer is the Adam 209

with the exponential learning rate scheduler, where the 210

initial learning rate is set to 0.001. 211

Trained systems are evaluated on the testing set 212

of the original supervised dataset, which consists of 213

artificial mixtures. These mixtures are separated by the 214

trained system and then the evaluation starts. To deal 215

with the higher number of estimated outputs than the 216

expected speakers, we use white noise as additional 217

targets. Then loss function is computed on all permuta- 218

tions of the estimated outputs. From these permutation 219

with the best result, there are selected the outputs that 220

match the original targets. The loss function is com- 221

puted on these selected outputs and known targets and 222

the result is used as system success metrics. 223



Figure 4. Example of not well estimated separation
outputs by the system trained on the fully
unsupervised dataset.

At first we run experiments with semi-supervised224

datasets created by the different percentage values of225

the supervised mixtures contained. These experiments226

should show how the system results depend on differ-227

ent amounts of supervised and unsupervised mixtures.228

Results of these experiments are shown in Figure 5.229

Systems trained without using any of the supervised230

mixtures achieve poor results around 2.4 dB of SI-SNR.231

Some of the runs get the results slightly higher than232

3 dB of SI-SNR, but from listening to the results, there233

is not a bigger change compared with others. Such234

results differ from the results presented in the origi-235

nal article, where the results of the fully unsupervised236

training are around 11 dB which is very similar to the237

results of the semi-supervised ones.238

For 5% of supervised mixtures, the average result239

is 8.4 dB of SI-SNR, which is about 6 dB better than240

for a completely unsupervised dataset. Adding as little241

as 5% of supervised data can thus lead to significant242

differences in the separation quality. However, the sub-243

jective quality of the single speaker’s signals separated244

from the mixtures are still far from the clear speaker’s245

signal and the recognition systems would probably246

still struggle with them. Note that with only 3% of247

supervised mixtures, the results are still comparable to248

0%.249

From the 10% of supervised mixtures in the dataset,250

the results come to the values around 10 dB of SI-SNR,251

and with the bigger and bigger amount of the super-252

vised mixtures are the results gradually improving.253

The 10% and more experiments can be grouped into254

three groups. The first group with the results around255

the 10 dB of SI-SNR, contains the systems using 10%256

to 30% of supervised mixtures. The second group257

with the results around the 12 dB of SI-SNR, contains258

systems using 40% to 60%. Systems with a higher259

percentage of the supervised mixtures are getting the 260

results about the 12.5% and they are in the third group. 261

It is expected that the best results come from the sys- 262

tems trained on the fully supervised dataset, but some 263

other trained systems from the third group reach a little 264

bit better results. 265

On the other hand, the result on the fully unsuper- 266

vised dataset is very low for an unknown reason. To 267

test whether the mixture of mixtures method works and 268

whether this problem appears only on the fully unsu- 269

pervised dataset, we perform experiments without the 270

unsupervised mixtures but only on parts of the WSJ 271

dataset of various sizes. If the mixture of mixtures 272

method works, worse results are expected in this case. 273

However the results of these experiments as it is shown 274

in Figure 6 are similar and sometimes slightly better. 275

This shows that the mixture of mixtures doesn’t boost 276

the quality of the training results, maybe it makes it a 277

little bit worse. These results show that the mixture of 278

mixtures method does not seem to work in this process 279

and further testing is required. 280

There are several differences between our setup
and the one from the original paper [1]. As mentioned
above, we use a slightly different type of neural net-
work, ConvTasnet instead of TDCNN++. We also use
the SI-SNR loss function in contrast with the origi-
nal article, where the negative thresholded SNR loss
function is used, which is defined as:

SNR =−10log10
||~s||2

||~s−~̂s||2 + τ||~s||2
(6)

where~s is the reference, ~̂s is the estimation from 281

a model and τ = 10−SNRmax/10, where SNRmax is set to 282

the 30 dB [1]. 283

Those differences may have some impact on the 284

obtained results, but the difference between our result 285

on the fully unsupervised dataset and the result from 286

the original article is big. The mentioned differences 287

could boost our results a little bit, but probably not 288

enough to be similar to the original ones. However, in 289

future work we will aim to remove these differences 290

to get results strictly comparable to the original paper 291

and experiment with the proposed method further. 292

5. Conclusions 293

Our work aims to reproduce the results from the ar- 294

ticle Unsupervised Sound Separation Using Mixture 295

Invariant Training [1], where the Mixture of mixtures 296

method was introduced. This method allows training 297

the neural network on the unsupervised mixtures. The 298

real-world mixtures are almost always unsupervised, 299

so it could be possible to train the system on them. 300
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Figure 5. Results from three training runs for each percentage value of the semi-supervised dataset. The bars
values are mean computed from these runs and there is also variance showed.
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Figure 6. Results from the additional experiments. The orange bars show results for experiments on
semi-supervised datasets. The blue bars shows results for experiments with supervised mixtures from the part of
the dataset determined by a percentage value on the x axis.

This means the separation system will be able to train301

with the real-world features and could have better sep-302

aration results on the real-world mixtures. We try to303

reproduce results on a slightly different neural network304

than the original one. However, these two networks305

are built on very similar architecture and they give very306

similar results.307

In contrast with the original paper, in our experi-308

ments the mixture of mixtures method does not per-309

form well. However experiments with the semi-supervised310

datasets containing the unsupervised mixtures for which311

the mixture of mixtures method is used, show better312

results that are similar to original ones. We provide313

other additional experiments on the only supervised314

part of the semi-supervised dataset. These experiments315

show that the unsupervised mixtures do not have any316

positive impact on the results. 317

This leads to the conclusion that this method does 318

not work as it was expected. The next step will be to 319

run further experiments with the same neural network 320

as in the original article and with the same loss func- 321

tion. We also want to try to add mixture consistency 322

projection layer to the outputs of the neural network 323

and try to use different packs of combinations in the 324

mixture of mixtures loss function. These experiments 325

could prove that the method really does not work or 326

we could find an error in our implementation. If the 327

method happens to work despite the current results the 328

next step will be to run experiments on the dataset con- 329

taining the real-world unsupervised mixtures. These 330

experiments could prove that the network trained on 331

the real-world mixtures can lead to better results on the 332



real data, than the one trained on only artificial mix-333

tures. It would be useful to evaluate these experiments334

by a speech recognition system and compare the re-335

sults of this system with results for the systems trained336

on the real-world and artificial training datasets.337
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